Langley Primary School

Long Term Plan- Music KS2
Programme of Study and Skill
Progression.

Play and perform on
percussion
instruments with
increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and
expression.

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

1. Play and perform simple rhythmic and melodic

1. Play and perform simple melodic and rhythmic

1. To play and perform musical parts in a range of solo

1. Identify and recall with increasing accuracy a wider

patterns as a small group or class to accompany
musical rounds or other musical stimuli.

patterns from memory which focus on embedding
concepts of pulse, rhythm and pitch.

and ensemble contexts with increasing
accuracy,fluency,control and expression.

range of world music and orchestral instruments.

2. Explore and create a wide range of repeated

2. Explore dimensions of music and demonstrate

2. Demonstrate increasing confidence, expression,

rhythmic patterns on different instruments.

increasing control and accuracy using musical
instruments.

skill and level of musicality through taking different
roles in performance and rehearsal.

and understand how to play with a pleasing musical
sound

3. Explore concept of structure (Binary form) and

3. Learn to internalise and accurately respond to

repetition in given musical stimuli.

longer and more complex musical patternsby ear and
from memory.

4. Continue to develop ensemble skills and understand

4. Learn to read and play simple rhythmic and melodic

musical outcomes are of higher quality as a result of
good team work.

patterns at sight and by ear.

2. Compare and contrast the music they listen to and

3. Develop increasing control of musical instruments

be able articulate how time and place affects the way
the music is composed.
3. Identify how developments in musical instrument

design and technology have influenced how
composers create music.
4. Explore different types of ensembles from a diverse

4. To maintain their own independent part whilst

range of cultures and traditions.

playing and performing with others.
5. Learn to play more complex melodic and rhythmic

5. Internalise the pulse as they begin to access a wider

material by ear and from memory.

range of rhythmic material in the stimuli explored.

5. To manage their group work in a timely manner to

ensure progress and successful outcomes
6. To develop increasing control of basic instrumental

techniques enabling them to play and sing music
across different styles and genres with confidence,
accuracy and musical expression.

Learn to sing and
use their voices with
increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and
expression.

1. Sing songs in unison with awareness of

1. Sing a wide range of songs from memory in unison

1. Sing confidently in a wide variety of styles showing

1. Sing confidently in unison and two or three parts

ensemble,style,musical shape and accuracy of pulse,
rhythm, pitch and expression.

with awareness of pulse, musical shape and accuracy
of rhythm, pitch and expression within the vocal range
of an octave.

an awareness of good breath control, posture, diction
and intonation and when phrasing.

whilst maintaining an appropriate pulse.

2. Be able to accurately respond to sung phrases of a

2. Sing confidently in a wide variety of styles showing
2. Use varying dynamics, pitch, tempo and expression

song with accuracy of rhythm and pitch.

2. To sing songs with awareness of how the music

to portray an idea or mood.

an awareness of good breath control, posture, diction
and intonation when singing together

3. Understand the concept of melody and

moves up and down in pitch and be able to internalise
different parts of a song, rhyme or chant.

3. Sing confidently in unison and two or three parts

3. Be able to sing a harmony part accurately and

confidently.

3. To be able to accurately respond to sung phrases of

whilst maintaining an appropriate pulse with
confidence.

internalization (thinking voice).
4. Be able to internalise (thinking voice) parts of a

4. Begin to explore the role of harmony in
4. Develop the ability to sing simple songs, rounds and

5. Know that melody is the term to describe how the

4. Use varying dynamics, pitch, tempo and expression

a song with accuracy of rhythm and pitch.

song, rhyme or chant.
two-part songs from memory.

to portray an idea or mood.

music.(consonance /dissonance)
5. Continue to explore the role of harmony in music.

single line of music that moves up and down in pitch
we sing or play.

6. Understand the importance of warming up the voice

6. Promote solo opportunities for pupils to use and

and how to develop good diction, breath control and
phrasing when singing.

hear their speaking and singing voices individually
7. To sing with an awareness of other

performers.
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Create and compose
music using the
interrelated
dimensions of music

1. Explore and create music using which demonstrates

1. Explore how to successfully improvise using

1. Explore how to successfully improvise using

1. Explore how to successfully improvise using melodic

understanding of structure
(Introduction~Verse~chorus).

repeated rhythmic patterns.

repeated rhythmic patterns.

and rhythmic patterns.

2. Develop awareness of how sounds combine and

2. Develop awareness of how sounds combine (dyad

2. Develop awareness of how sounds combine (triads,

scale and drone.

layer to develop understanding of *interrelated
dimensions of music.

=2 note chord) and layer to develop understanding of
*interrelated dimensions of music.

chords) and layer to develop understanding of
*interrelated dimensions of music.

3. Create descriptive music exploring the interrelated

3. Compose music independently in small groups and

3. Compose music independently in small groups and

3. Compose music independently in small groups and

dimensions of music for an intended stimulus.

make improvements to their own work.

make improvements to their own work.

make improvements to their own work.

4. Compose music independently in small groups and

4. Create music with a clear musical structure

4. Create music with a clear musical structure (Binary

4. Create music with a clear musical structure

make improvements to their own work.

(Binary Form ) using symbols and/or graphic score to
recordtheir work.

Form, Ternary form) using appropriate symbols and/or
graphic score to record their work.

(Binary,Ternary,Rondo) using symbols and/or graphic
score to record their work.

5. Explore melodic improvisation using simple

5. Understand when to use varying dynamics, pitch

5. Explore melodic improvisation using simple

compositional devices.

and expression to portray an idea or mood.

compositional devices.

2. Learn how to compose melodies using pentatonic

6. Choose and create sounds expressively and with

increasing control.
7. Understand when to use varying dynamics, pitch

and expression to portray an idea or mood with
increasing control.

Listen, appreciate
and respond to a
range of high-quality
live and recorded
music

1. Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with

1. Demonstrate increased understanding of basic

1. Identify and recall with increasing accuracy a wider

1. Identify and recall with increasing accuracy a wider

increasing aural memory.

musical features and names of common world and
orchestral musical instruments.

range of world music and orchestral instruments.

range of world music and orchestral instruments.

2. Compare and contrast the music they listen to and

2. Compare and contrast the music they listen to and

be able articulate how time and place affects the way
the music is composed.

be able articulate how time and place affects the way
the music is composed.

3. Identify how developments in musical instrument

3. Identify how developments in musical instrument

design and technology have influenced how
composers create music.

design and technology have influenced how
composers create music.

4. Explore different types of ensembles from a diverse

4. Explore different types of ensembles from a diverse

range of cultures and traditions.

range of cultures and traditions.

2. Listen to music from a variety of styles and genres,

and be able to describe key features with increasing
confidence using musical vocabulary.

2. Develop a wider understanding of the history of

western music as well as other musical genres, styles
and cultures from across the world.

3. Learn about the life of significant composers and

musicians.

3. Explore how music can be composed and performed

4. Understand how time and place can influence the

for a wide range of different purposes and in different
contexts.

way music is created, performed and heard.
4. Begin to use musical vocabulary to describe musical

features, and identify instruments in musical repertoire
they listen to.
5. Explore and learn about the life of a famous

composer.
6. Understand how time and place can influence the

way music is created, performed and heard.

Interrelated
dimensions of music

Pitch, pulse, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notations
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Year

Term

Unit

Key

Note Range
Progression

Notation

Genres

Instruments

3

Aut 1

C

C,F,C

3

Aut 2

Let Your
Spirit Fly
Glockenspi
el 1

Multiple
songs

C,D,E,F

Semibreves
and rests
Crotchets and
Minims and
rests

R&B, Western Classical,
Musicals, Motown, Soul
Styles varied
Instrumental skill focus

Ukulele
Glockenspiel
Ukulele
Glockenspiel

3

Spr 1

G

G

Reggae

3

Spr 2

3

Sum 1

3

Sum 2

Three Little
Birds
The Dragon
Song
Bringing Us
Together
Reflect,
Rewind
And Replay

Ukulele
Glockenspiel
Ukulele
Glockenspiel
Ukulele
Glockenspiel
Ukulele
Glockenspiel

4

Aut 1

Mamma
Mia

G

G

Crotchets

ABBA – 70s and 80s

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

4

Aut 2

Glockenspi
el 2

Multiple
songs

C,D,E,F,G

Semibreves
and rests

Varied styles –
instrumental skills focus

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

4

Spr 1

Stop!

Grime, Classical, Bhangra,
Tango, Latin Fusion

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

4

Spr 2

Lean On Me

C

C,F

Crotchets

Gospel

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

4

Sum 1

Blackbird

C

D,C

Dotted
Minims,
Minims,
Semibreves

Rock, pop

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

4

Sum 2

Aut 1

Western Classical Music.
Revisit and Children’s
choice
Rock

Guitar (Wider opps)
Glockenspiel

5

Reflect,
Rewind
And Replay
Livin' On A
Prayer

5

Aut 2

5

Spr 1

5

Spr 2

5

Sum 1

5

Sum 2

6

Aut 1

Crotchets and
rests
G
Crotchets and
Minims
C
Minims and
Minim rests
Consolidation and Revision

G
C

Singing, rapping and lyric composition

Consolidation and Revision

Aut 2

Western Classical Music.
Revisit – Children’s choice

G

G,A,B

Minims

Classroom
Jazz 1

G

G,A,B

Crotchets and
rests

Jazz

Glockenspiel

Make You
Feel My
Love
The Fresh
Prince Of
Bel-Air
Dancing In
The
Street
Reflect,
Rewind
And Replay
Happy

C

C,D

Minims

Pop Ballads

Glockenspiel

A Minor

D,A

Minims

Hip Hop

Glockenspiel

F Major

F

Semibreves

Motown

Glockenspiel

Western Classical music.
Revisit – Children’s choice

Glockenspiel

Minims and
rests

Pop/Motown

Music tech
Glockenspiel

Crotchets and
Quavers

Jazz, Latin, Blues

Music tech
Glockenspiel

Consolidation and Revision

C Major
G,A

6

Music from around the
world/funk
Disco

Classroom
Jazz 2

C Major

C,D,E,F,G,A,B,C

Glockenspiel

Vocabulary

Singing Repertoire

Extracurricular

-Sing Up: Heads and Shoulders -Singing
Sherlock 2: Si, Si, Si
-Flying a Round: To stop the train
-Trad. Japan: Kaeru no uta
-Trad. Morocco: A ram sam sam/Pease
Pudding Hot
-Trad. Bangladesh: Now charia de (A
Boatman’s Song)
-Junior Songscape: Listen to the Rain
-Voicelinks: Extreme Weather -Sing Up:
Skye Boat Song
-Trad. Ireland: Be Thou My Vision
-Junior Voiceworks 1: Now The Sun Is
Shining
-Voiceworks 1: Candle Light
-Singing Sherlock 2: Shadow
-Singing Express 3: Mirror
-Trad. England: Ah! Poor bird/Hey, Ho!
Nobody home/Rose
-Childrens’ choice
-Junior Voiceworks 1: Calypso
-Junior Voiceworks 2: Our Dustbin
-Voiceworks 1: Hear the Wind -Kendrick:
Servant King
-Happy Birthday
-Great Weather Songs: Long Journey
-Great Celebration Songs: World in Union
-Sing Up: Just like a Roman
-Trad. Ghana: Namuma
-Sing for Pleasure: Ghosts
-Sing for Pleasure: Lost in Space
Glockenspiel
-Childrens’ choice

-Easter play
-Rocksteady
-peripatetic
lessons
-class assemblies
-carols by
candlelight

-Trad. Ireland: Danny Boy
-Kodály: Rocky Mountain
-Kodály: My Paddle
-High Low Chickalo
-Ally Ally O
-Trad. Caribbean: Four White Horses
-Trad. Uganda: Dipidu
-Are You Ready?
-Row, Row, Row your Boat
-Childrens’ choice

-Trad. South Africa: Siyahamba -Junior
Voiceworks 1: Calypso -Sing Up: Touch
the Sky
-Sing Up: Dona Nobis Pacem

-Rocksteady
-Peripatetic
lessons
-External teacher
for weekly guitar
lessons
-class assemblies
-carols by
candlelight

-Rocksteady
-Peripatetic
lessons
-class assemblies
-carols by
candlelight

-End of Year 6
show
-Peripatetic
lessons
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6

Spr 1

6

Spr 2

6

Sum 1

6

Sum 2

Benjamin
Britten New Year
Carol
Music And
Identity
You've Got
A
Friend
Reflect,
Rewind
And Replay

C Blues
G

C,Bb,G
G,F

G
C

Minims and
rests

Continued and revisit
G,A,B

Consolidation and Revision

Minims and
rests

Western Classical Music,
Gospel, Bhangra

Music tech
Glockenspiel

Popular music – The
Music of Carole King

Music tech
Glockenspiel

Contemporary, music and
identity

Music tech
Glockenspiel

Western Classical Music.
Revisit and children’s
choice

Music tech
Glockenspiel

-Sing Up: We are the Champions
-British National Anthem – God Save the
Queen
-Sing Up: We Go Together
-Trad. Ghana: Senwa de Dende
-Sing Up: Be the Change
-Sing Up: One Moment, One People
-Sing Up: There’s a Power in the Music
-Childrens’ choice

-class assemblies
-carols by
candlelight
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